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DIAS: Dynamic Intelligent Aggregation Service

How data consumers can accurately
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estimate aggregation functions having as
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PRIVACY-PRESERVING DECENTRALIZED NETWORK
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input shared data of data suppliers?
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DATA SUPPLIERS: THEY SHARE DATA
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DATA CONSUMERS: THEY AGGREGATE DATA
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(a) Simulation, UP-DOWN
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Fig. 1. Joining/leaving process: A data consumer connects at Node 1. It is detected by Node 2 via gossip
communication. Three extreme join/leave profiles are shown in (a) and how DIAS adapts the estimation of the total
Smart Grid consumption in a network of 3000 nodes as shown in (b).
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Figure 3. Visualization of DIAS with 50 nodes, each having a disseminator and an aggregator. The dashed yellow lines indicate the connections established
by the peer sampling service, whereas the white and blue solid lines indicate the push-pull peer-to-peer messages of the aggregation sessions. The nodes are
colored red at the very beginning, indicating maximal errors in the computation of the aggregation functions. As more aggregation sessions are performed, the
nodes turn to green, indicating maximal accuracy by estimating the actual values of the aggregation functions correctly. DIAS eliminates the communication
cost as the accuracy increases and the disseminators communicate with all available unexploited and outdated aggregators.
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Figure 3. Visualization of DIAS with 50 nodes, each having a disseminator and an aggregator. The dashed yellow lines indicate the connections established
by the peer sampling service, whereas the white and blue solid lines indicate the push-pull peer-to-peer messages of the aggregation sessions. The nodes are
colored red at the very beginning, indicating maximal errors in the computation of the aggregation functions. As more aggregation sessions are performed, the
nodes turn to green, indicating maximal accuracy by estimating the actual values of the aggregation functions correctly. DIAS eliminates the communication
cost as the accuracy increases and the disseminators communicate with all available unexploited and outdated aggregators.
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they approximate the original designed
Figure 3a and 3b.
Fig. 2. Fault-tolerance process: A corrective agent migrates proactively (to mitigate failures) or reactively (to mitigate
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Fig. 3. The DIAS network activity: Yellow lines indicate gossip-based communication and blue lines aggregation communication. Note how the aggregation messages gradually decrease as
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Require: Ts , ri , Pi
1: t = 0
2: loop
3:
wait(T )
4:
t=t+1
5:
if t = Ts then
6:
s = arg minku=1 (|ri
7:
send pi,s
8:
t=0
9:
else
10:
skip sending pi,s
11:
end if
12: end loop
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4 This period should be usually equal or larger than the main execution
period of DIAS.

Accuracy under extreme dynamics

4 This period should be usually equal or larger than the main execution
period of DIAS.
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